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Abstract

The electrolyte is a crucial part of a battery in terms of performance, longevity and safety. However, the state-of-the-art electrolytes for lithium-ion batteries are based on organic solvents and Li-salts (typically at 1M concentration) which are volatile and degrade at higher temperatures. In addition, these electrolytes are not suitable for next generation battery concepts where the use of metallic lithium at the anode side is a prerequisite. Thus, there is currently a strong effort to find new electrolyte concepts to both improve safety of current battery technology and pave way for next generation batteries. In the search for new electrolytes, highly concentrated electrolytes and ionic liquids have been proposed as alternatives through properties such as high thermal stability, lower reactivity with cell components and increased electrochemical stability window.

A common feature for highly concentrated electrolytes and ionic liquids is an ordering on mesoscopic length scales, normally not found in simple liquids, resulting from the correlation between the ions. This nanostructure can be expected to influence the ion transport and a key to developing these new electrolyte concepts is to understand the structure and dynamics on mesoscopic length scales and how this links to macroscopic transport. In this thesis, the microscopic properties of ionic liquids and diluted ionic liquids are investigated together with highly concentrated electrolytes based on an organic solvent. To achieve this goal X-ray and neutron scattering are invaluable tools as they allow for measurements at the time and length scale of typical molecular motions and interactions. Complementary techniques such as conductivity and viscosity measurements, differential scanning calorimetry, and Raman spectroscopy have been used in order to link between the macroscopic and microscopic properties and between local structure and dynamics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Batteries are becoming an ever increasing part of our lives with applications ranging from internet of things, to electric vehicles and grid storage. Lithium-ion batteries have for a long time been, and still are, dominating on the market for portable devices. Over the years since its commercialisation in 1991 [1] the lithium-ion battery has been under constant development. However, the electrolyte concept has basically been unchanged, being based on the lithium salt LiPF$_6$ dissolved in carbonate solvents. Unfortunately, these electrolytes are highly flammable and the salt decomposes into hazardous gases above 80°C [2], hence a safer electrolyte is preferred. To further develop the lithium ion battery an electrolyte that also allows for higher operating voltages is also desired as it could increase the energy density. To achieve this, new electrolyte concepts are needed to further develop Li-ion batteries and several routes have been pursued, such as, polymer electrolytes [3], inorganic solid electrolytes [4,5], highly concentrated electrolytes [6,7] and ionic liquids [8], out of which the two latter ones have been investigated in this thesis.

After decades of development the lithium ion technology is approaching its maximum theoretical capacity. To take the next step we have to go to new battery chemistries. One of these concepts is the use of a lithium metal anode and the electrolyte is a key component in the realisation of these systems. With current commercial electrolytes plating and stripping of Li during cycling results in the growth of dendrites and a mossy morphology with the formation of dead lithium [9,10]. In addition, the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) on Li-metal formed in carbonate based electrolytes is unstable, leading to a continuous consumption of the electrolyte and active Li. It has been found that the use of ionic liquid electrolytes and highly concentrated electrolytes can be a route to solve also these issues [9].

Ionic liquids and highly concentrated electrolytes are both ion-rich liquids. Hence, ionic interactions have a strong influence on their properties and also
leads to ordering in the liquid on the mesoscopic length scale [11, 12]. This ordering, or nanostructure, is typically not found in simple liquids and can be expected to influence the ion transport. Hence, it is of great importance to not only study the ion transport mechanism but also the local structure to fully understand the transport properties of the electrolyte. In organic solvent based electrolytes the amount of salt controls the structure, at low salt concentrations the solvation shells of lithium ions are isolated from each other by free solvent molecules. As the salt concentration is increased less free solvent molecules will be available leading to direct contact of the solvation shells. In ionic liquids, that consists only of ions, the nanostructure manifests as charge ordering, i.e. a repeatable characteristic distance between similar charges. In cases of long alkyl chains on the cation ordering of apolar domains can also be present. Most studies on the structure of highly concentrated electrolytes are based on simulations while the experimental studies still are few. Here we experimentally answer questions such as what happens to the structure when pressure is applied? How is the structure affected when a diluent is introduced to the system? And how is the ionic liquid structure changed when exposed to water?

In the more dilute electrolytes such as commercial electrolytes for lithium batteries, where the solvation shells are well separated a vehicular mechanism controls the ion transport [13]. It means that the whole solvation shell travels as one unit with the active ion through the electrolyte. The ion transport in highly concentrated electrolytes is not expected to be controlled by vehicular mechanisms [14], however, exactly what mechanism it is, is not fully understood. Here we aim to answer questions about the effect of salt concentration on the ion transport in electrolytes, how a diluent influences the dynamics in ionic liquid electrolyte and how the molecular relaxations relates to the conductivity.

In this thesis the local structure of ionic liquids and highly concentrated electrolytes is experimentally investigated using small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and Raman spectroscopy, giving information for instance about the size and composition of the lithium ion solvation shell. The ion transport is investigated on several length and timescales, ranging from macroscopic dynamics like the conductivity, to microscopic dynamics investigated with quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS). QENS is an excellent tool to experimentally investigate the dynamics in this type of liquids as it probes the dynamics at relevant scales of time (1 ps-10 ns) and space (1-100 A) simulta-
neously. Thus, it covers the length scales of the nanostructures found in ionic liquids and highly concentrated electrolytes.
Chapter 2

Electrolytes

In a battery the role of the electrolyte is to efficiently transport ions in between the anode and the cathode. This implies that a high ionic conductivity in the temperature range of the application is needed [15]. It is also essential that the electrolyte is non-conducting for electrons, so that they are forced to go through an external circuit rather than through the electrolyte to reach the opposite electrode. The electrolyte should also be thermally, chemically and electrochemically stable in the desired voltage window, typically 0-5 V [16]. On top of these properties the chemicals used should be non toxic and from a commercially point of view cheap and abundant. Unfortunately, there is so far no electrolyte that fulfils all these requirements and for each application a prioritisation of the properties has to be made to satisfy the most important criteria. There are several kinds of electrolyte concepts such as solid, polymer and liquid electrolytes, all with different advantages and disadvantages. For lithium batteries liquid electrolytes are most common due to a high ionic conductivity (1-10 mS/cm at room temperature) [17]. Additionally for liquid electrolytes it is important that the electrolyte has a low enough viscosity to ensure wetting of the separator and electrodes in the cell and a wide working temperature range and low vapour pressure [16].

A liquid electrolyte consists of a solvent and a salt. The salt is essential for the ion transport and the solvents role is to dissolve the salt. For the choice of solvent the dielectric permittivity and viscosity is of particular importance. A high dielectric permittivity helps dissociation of the salt while a low viscosity will facilitate fast ion transport. Usually two or more solvents need to be combined for the electrolyte to have both properties, as in the case of LP30, a commercially used electrolyte, where 1 M of the salt LiPF$_6$ is dissolved in equal parts of ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC). EC has a high dielectric permittivity and creates a passivating layer in the first cycle on the interface between the anode and the electrolyte that prevents further decomposition of the electrolyte during cycling. However, EC has a
high melting point, around 36 °C [18], which makes it unsuitable for room temperature applications. The addition of DMC to the electrolyte lowers the melting point and lowers the viscosity of the solution. To further tailor the properties to better fit the requirements of a particular application additives can be introduced to the electrolyte formulation [19].

Despite being one of the most popular commercial electrolytes on the market, there is still safety concerns associated with using LP30. The organic solvents are flammable and volatile and the salt is chemically unstable [20–22]. This calls for further research towards safe and highly performing electrolytes. Promising alternatives are highly concentrated electrolytes and ionic liquids [10,23], where the lack of free solvents, or in the case of ionic liquids the lack of traditional solvents at all, provides conditions for a safer electrolyte.

Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of solvent molecules structured around a cation.

Many of the properties such as conductivity, and stability of an electrolyte are related to the local electrolyte structure [24,25]. The solvation shell in a traditional liquid electrolyte is a result of the solvent molecules arranging themselves around the charged species, due to an electromagnetic dipole-moment in the otherwise neutral solvent molecules enabling interactions between the solvent and ions. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic arrangement of solvent molecules around a cation. The small and symmetric shape of the cation results in a spherically symmetric electrical field, causing the solvent molecules nearby to align. This is referred to as the first solvation shell and is marked in the figure. Outside of the first solvation shell a second solvation shell can also be defined. Even though the strength of the field is heavily reduced as the
distance from the ion increases there can still be some ordering. However, outside the second solvation shell the charge of the cation is screened and there is usually hardly any ordering left. This image of the local structure is only valid for low concentrations where the ions are fully separated and anions are not part of the solvation shell of the cation.

The ionic conductivity, $\sigma$, of a material is described by

$$\sigma = \sum_i n_i q_i \mu_i$$

(2.1)

where $n_i$ is the number of charge carriers, $q_i$ their net charge and $\mu_i$ their mobility of the ionic species in the electrolyte. For lithium and sodium electrolytes the net charge is fixed to one, hence to increase the conductivity either the number of charge carriers must increase or their mobility. It is important to remember that the conductivity, as indicated by Equation 2.1, sums over all charged species, i.e. not only provides a measure of e.g. lithium transport.

The ion transport in electrolytes at relatively low salt concentrations is well described by a vehicular transport model [13]. In this scenario the ion moves along with its solvation shell through the liquid. It can be approximated as a sphere moving in a viscous liquid and follows the Stokes-Einstein relation of the diffusion coefficient

$$D = \frac{k_b T}{6 \pi r_s \eta}$$

(2.2)

where $k_b$ is Boltzmann’s constant, $T$ is the temperature, $r_s$ is the size of the solvation shell and $\eta$ is the viscosity. However, this is only valid for very dilute electrolytes where the interactions between ions are negligible [13], for higher concentrations the ion transport is more complex [26–28].

The temperature dependence of the viscosity of liquid electrolytes show a non-Arrhenius behaviour and is well described by the VFT-function

$$\eta = \eta_0 \exp \left( \frac{B}{T - T_0} \right)$$

(2.3)

where $\eta_0$ is a constant, $T_0$ is defined as the ideal glass transition temperature and $B$ is a constant related to the fragility of the material [29–31]. The fragility is a measure of how much the temperature dependence of the viscosity deviates from the ideal Arrhenius behaviour. A similar expression to 2.3 can be written
for the ionic conductivity

\[ \sigma = \sigma_0 \exp \left( \frac{-B}{T - T_0} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

where the parameters have equivalent meaning as in the viscosity equation.
Chapter 3

Highly Concentrated Electrolytes

The salt concentration of an electrolyte is often chosen to maximise the conductivity and is in general around 1 mol/dm$^3$. Above this concentration the conductivity decreases as a result of a viscosity increase, therefore higher concentrations have previously not been considered as alternatives [6]. However, this changed when Yamada et al. showed that an electrolyte with a salt concentration of 3.2 mol/dm$^3$ of the salt LiTFSI in the solvent dimethyl sulfoxide, did not exhibit co-intercalation of the solvent into natural graphite [32]. They attribute this altered property to a change in the solvation shell of the lithium ions. Thus, at high salt concentration a different local structure is envisaged and as a result, the properties of the electrolyte are changed and by that also the transport mechanism can be expected to change. Sou et al. investigated the effect of increased salt concentration in an aqueous electrolyte and found similarly that the properties of the electrolyte changed [33]. Aqueous electrolytes are limited to run below 1.23 V, however, Sou et al. showed that with 21 M LiTFSI in water, the electrochemical stability window increased to 3 V vs Li$^+$/Li. Hence, adding large amounts of salt to the electrolyte enables the use of organic solvents or water that previously have been disregarded due to unfavourable properties at lower salt concentrations. Since the first presented study many highly concentrated systems have been investigated based on solvents such as propylene carbonate [34], acetonitrile [35], ethers [36], glymes [37] and water [33].

These highly concentrated electrolytes (HCEs) can be made safer than LP30 [6,37–40]. When designing the electrolyte there is a large number of solvents and salts available to choose from. To ensure non-flammability a non-flammable solvent can simply be chosen. However, common non-flammable solvents have been found to have poor passivation ability of the electrode [10]. This on the other hand can be solved by choosing the right salt. It has been shown that
as opposed to the electrolytes with low salt concentration, where breakdown of the solvent is leading to the formation of the protective solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) at the electrode, for highly concentrated electrolytes the SEI is to a large extent formed by anions [10]. The salt can then be selected to create a stable and highly ion conducting SEI and the potential problems of using non-flammable solvents are eliminated. In the highly concentrated electrolytes also the volatility of the solvent is reduced due to the increased interactions between the cations and solvent molecules [10].

Whereas the safety aspect initially might have been the driving force, highly concentrated electrolytes have shown several other advantages compared to conventional electrolytes. Yamada et al. showed with cycling experiments that using a 4.5 M LiFSI/actonitrile electrolyte resulted in a higher capacity during fast charge and discharge of a graphite/lithium metal half cell compared to a cell using LP30 for C-rates up to 5C [35]. It is well known that intercalation kinetics limits the charge rate of lithium ion batteries with graphite electrodes and the fact that a highly concentrated electrolyte outperformed a conventional electrolyte points towards faster intercalation kinetics when using the HCE [35]. Moreover, the use of HCEs can help achieve higher energy density than state-of-the-art batteries by expanding the voltage window of operation of the cell. Wang et al. [40] used a highly concentrated 5.5 M LiFSI/DMC electrolyte to realise stable cycling of a 5V-class electrode as opposed to the 4V-class electrodes that are used with LP30 on the market today.

HCEs have also been investigated as electrolytes for next generation chemistries such as, Li-O_2, Na-O_2 and Li-S batteries. One of the major issues with Li-S cells is the dissolution of polysulfides in the electrolyte during cycling [41]. However, highly concentrated electrolytes have been shown to prevent this dissolution. Since the solubility of a salt has a certain saturation degree for a given solvent and the polysulfides can be considered a salt, the highly concentrated electrolyte will inhibit the dissolution since is already close to saturation before contact with the polysulfides [42,43]. Another issue for lithium-metal batteries, such as Li-S and Li-O_2, is dendrite formation on the lithium anode and there are reports of highly concentrated electrolytes mitigating this problem. Qian et al. have reported suppression of dendrite growth for over 1000 cycles in a Li-Cu cell in a 4M LiFSI/DME electrolyte [44].

However, there are some shortcomings of highly concentrated electrolytes. The large amount of salt needed increases the cost of the electrolyte consid-
erably. The second issue is that the high viscosity that comes with the high salt concentration causes problems with poor wettability of the separator and electrodes [10]. A suggested solution to the problem is to dilute the highly concentrated electrolyte with another solvent with low viscosity. This is further discussed in section 3.3.

### 3.1 Structure

The development of HCE has to a large extent been empirically driven and in many respects a fundamental understanding of the local structures and dynamics is lacking. The change in physical and electrochemical properties has been suggested to be an effect of changes in the local structure [6]. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of how the local structure changes with salt concentration. For low salt concentrations there are plenty of free solvent molecules and the first solvation shell of the cations consists of solvent molecules. As the salt concentration increases more molecules will be needed to solvate the cation until a point where there will be almost no free solvent molecules left in the electrolyte. With the salt concentration increasing the number of anions in the electrolyte increase to a point where they will not be fully separated from the cations but also start taking part in the first solvation shell.

There are a few experimental studies of the development of the local structure as the salt concentration increases performed with Raman spectroscopy. These studies show that with increasing salt concentration the number of free solvent molecules are reduced to a limit where all solvent molecules are coordinated to a cation ion [35, 36, 40, 45]. For the higher salt concentrations also the anion takes part in the solvation shells with contact ion pairs and aggregates being formed. Yamada et al. report that for 3.2 M of LiTFSI in DMSO, all TFSI anions and DMSO molecules are coordinated to lithium ions and form a polymetric fluid network of Li$^+$ and TFSI [45]. SAXS provides a global view of the solution structures, such as clusters, aggregates and nanodomains. Aguilera et al. [46] used SAXS to investigate the structure in LiTFSI-tetraglyme (G4) mixtures from dilute to highly concentrated solutions. In the neat solvent G4 only one peak at $Q=1.5$ Å$^{-1}$ appears, corresponding to the nearest neighbour distance. With increasing salt concentration a second peak around $Q=0.95$ Å$^{-1}$, which corresponds to a 6.6 Å distance in real space appears. This distance is attributed to alternating charges, similar to that found in ionic liquids. A
similar study was performed on a siloxane based electrolyte with 5 M of LiTFSI by Amine et al. [47], where a second peak appeared in the Q-range from 0.5-0.8 Å$^{-1}$. They attribute this peak to the formation of aggregates.

Paper II and V in this thesis investigate the structure in acetonitrile based electrolytes using LiTFSI and NaTFSI as a function of salt concentration. The different number of coordinating solvent molecules for the Li$^+$ and Na$^+$ predicts the solvation shells to differ in size while maintaining similar structure.

![Figure 3.1: Schematic of local electrolyte structure as a function of salt concentration.](image)

**3.2 Ion transport**

The ion transport mechanism of HCEs differs from conventional electrolytes where vehicular ion transport is dominating. With no free solvent molecules in the electrolyte the cations cannot travel with their solvation shell. One proposed model of ion transport in HCEs is ligand exchange where the association and dissociation between the cation and the solvent molecules, or anions, is the fundamental process [27] rather than having the entire solvation shell moving as in vehicular transport [13]. Another model, that is described for highly concentrated aqueous electrolytes, is that the electrolyte undergoes phase separation into nanosized anion-rich domains, where the anions are rather immobile, and H$_2$O rich domains with cations dispersed [28]. Fast ion transport is then still possible through a vehicular mechanism in a network of H$_2$O. Based on results published the ion transport seems to be heavily dependent on the actual system.
Seo et al. published a study in 2013 where they, through molecular dynamics simulations, investigated the dynamics in acetonitrile based electrolytes with varying salts and salt concentrations [48]. They found that the anions stayed coordinated to lithium ions for a longer time than they were interacting with the solvent molecules. The anion-Li$^+$ residence time was found to vary with the different types of anions and for the TFSI-anion the residence time increased with the salt concentration, from $\sim$350 ps for 30AN:1LiTFSI up to $\sim$700 ps for 5AN:1LiTFSI. However, this trend was not seen for all salts. For the BF$_4$ anion a reversed behaviour was observed with shorter residence time for higher concentrations. Considerably shorter residence times were presented by Okoshi et al. for NaTFSI in DME and concentrations up to 40 mol% [27]. From molecular dynamics they found a life time of the solvation shell to be around 120 ps. A recent study by Åvell et al. present even shorter residence times [49]. By investigating the ligand exchange rates in PC and acetonitrile electrolytes with concentrations of LiPF$_6$ and NaPF$_6$ from 20:1 to 5:1 using ab initio molecular dynamics have found residence times of 1-15 ps. A decrease in residence time was seen with concentration for both electrolytes in agreement with the trend for the BF$_4$ anion [48]. They also found that the Na-salt electrolytes show a shorter residence time than the lithium equivalents [49].

Most studies reported so far are based on simulations and the interaction behaviour and residence times differ largely in studies for various solvents/salts. It is at present not clear if the large difference comes from actual differences in the system or from different simulation techniques and definitions of when a molecule is in the solvation shell. Therefore, as always, it is important to verify the results with experiments.

One of few experimental studies of local dynamics in highly concentrated electrolytes was performed by Dokko et al [50]. From NMR measurements an unusually high lithium self-diffusion in a sulfolane based electrolyte was observed. This study showed that lithium diffused faster than both the anion and the solvent molecules. This is not in line with the vehicular model, where the lithium is transported in a solvated form together with either anion and/or solvent molecules. They attributed this increased lithium diffusion to an additional jump diffusion [50], resulting in a mix of vehicular transport and jump diffusion. When looking at local dynamics experimentally another suitable tool is neutron scattering. With quasi-elastic neutron scattering one can access both the time and length scale of the motions of the ion transport
and directly compare it to MD simulations. However, there are only few studies on highly concentrated liquid electrolytes using QENS. In paper II and V the ion transport in highly concentrated acetonitrile based electrolytes is investigated using QENS. Furthermore, by using two different salts, LiTFSI and NaTFSI, the effect of the cation is studied in these highly concentrated electrolytes.

3.3 Diluted Highly Concentrated Electrolytes

Highly concentrated electrolytes have high viscosity which can cause poor wetability of the separator and electrodes. Moreover, the conductivity can be a bit too low and in order to address that and the high viscosity the electrolyte can be diluted. Diluting a highly concentrated electrolyte might sound contradicting, but it depends on how it is done. A successful dilution should lower the viscosity while maintaining the favourable properties induced by the high salt concentration. To do that the diluent must fully mix with the electrolyte while not interacting with the Li-ions (or other salt cation) to preserve their solvation structure. Additionally it should also be stable towards other cell components [12]. Diluting the electrolyte also lowers the amount of salt needed and hence reduces the cost (provided that the price of the diluent is low).

One class of solvents that has been found to work well as diluent for highly concentrated electrolytes is hydrofluoroethers (HFEs). The key to the success of dilution using HFEs is their unique poor lithium solvating behaviour [51], that originates from the electronegativity of the fluorine. The Li$^+$ normally coordinates with the oxygen of the ether molecule, however, with the fluorine atoms pulling the lone electron pairs of the oxygen the oxygen can be left electropositive. The number of fluorine on the molecule is of importance for the lithium solvating ability of HFE, yet it is critical to also consider the location of the fluorine atoms in the molecule [51]. Figure 3.2 show some HFEs commonly used for dilution, where bis(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl) ether (left) with no fluorine at carbons closes to the oxygen has higher lithium solvating ability than the 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethyl- 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl ether (middle) and 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethyl-2,2,3,3-tetrafluoropropyl ether (right) where the fluorine atoms are located closer to the oxygen.

HFEs have successfully been used as diluents for several electrolyte concepts, including highly concentrated DME based electrolytes [52,53], glyme based
Figure 3.2: Structures of some HFEs commonly used for dilution of highly concentrated electrolytes.

Adding too much diluent will eventually affect the solvation structure, Beltran et al. investigate the structure of LiFSI in dimethyl carbonate (DMC) with varying concentration of HFE [59]. They find that at low diluent concentrations, the network of highly concentrated electrolyte is connected in a three dimensional solution structure. However, when the diluent concentration is higher than the molar ratio 0.58LiFSI:1DMC:1.5HFE (corresponding to 1.77 M), the three-dimensional solution structure is separated by the diluent into island-like solvation complexes. This “over dilution” was also found by Lu et al. when a glyme based electrolyte Li(G4)TFSI was diluted with too much HFE (1Li(G4)TFSI:4HFE) the cycle capability of a Li-S cell started to decrease [54].

While the result from previous studies show promising results they have to a large extent focused on macroscopic properties of the diluted highly concentrated electrolytes, such as conductivity and cycling performance. There is still a lack of microscopic understanding of the effect of dilution on the structure and ion transport mechanism in these systems. In paper III closer attention is paid to the structure and dynamics of a diluted ionic liquid electrolytes using techniques such as Raman spectroscopy, SAXS, NMR and QENS.
Chapter 4

Ionic Liquids

Ionic liquids are salts that are liquid at relatively low temperatures [60]. The definition varies slightly, but a common one in literature is that ionic liquids are salts with a melting point below 100 °C [61]. The low melting point of ionic liquids comes from the large size of the anions and cations and a charge delocalisation that together with asymmetry of the ions prevents efficient packing and therefore also crystallisation. There is a large number of anions and cations suitable for ionic liquids and when designing an ionic liquid for a specific area of application there are many combinations to choose from in order to tailor the properties of the liquid [62]. Ionic liquids can be divided into subgroups of aprotic and protic ionic liquids, where protic ionic liquids have an available proton on the cation that enables hydrogen bonding [63]. The two subgroups have similar properties but protic ionic liquids have been investigated more for fuel cells while aprotic ionic liquids have been considered for electrolytes for supercapacitors and batteries [64]. Figure 4.1 shows a few of the cations and anions that are commonly used for battery applications [64].

Ionic liquids are good alternatives to organic solvents in electrolytes. First of all they are thermally stable and nonflammable which increases the safety aspect of the electrolyte [19]. On top of that they have a fairly high ionic conductivity, a large electrochemical stability window and are good solvents for many Li-salts [19]. Even though ionic liquids are salts, an addition of a lithium-salt is needed to make a Li battery electrolyte. Adding salt to the ionic liquid increases the viscosity [65], decrease the conductivity [66], and increases the glass temperature ($T_g$) [66].

In the initial cycles the anions have been found to break down to form the SEI [67], hence, the choice of anion in the ionic liquid can affect the stability of the SEI. Unfortunately, there are also drawbacks to the ionic liquid in battery applications, just like in the case of highly concentrated electrolytes, ionic liquids suffer from high viscosity as well as high cost [19]. A way to reduce
Figure 4.1: Structures of some common cations and anions in ionic liquids.

both the cost and the viscosity of ionic liquids is to mix them with low viscosity solvents [19]. Dilution can in the best case preserve the good properties of the ionic liquid while mitigating the drawbacks. Earlier in the thesis diluted ionic liquid electrolytes were discussed in section 3.3 and the dilution of neat ionic liquid with water will be further covered in Section 4.3.

### 4.1 Structure

As in the case of the highly concentrated electrolytes, the favourable properties of ionic liquids come from the local structure. The absence of neutral molecules leaves us with only charged species that give rise to charge ordering. This has been confirmed amongst others, Mackoy et al. in a MD simulation where the structure factor of 1-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (P14TFSI) showed two peaks [68]. The first peak, which is also found in simple liquids, represents the distance between molecules, a nearest neighbour distance of 4-5 Å. The second peak was, with the help of partial structure factors, assigned to originate from the reoccurring distances between two anions or two cations of 7-8 Å, hence there is a charge ordering with alternating charges found in ionic liquids that is typically not found in simple liquids. The distance between the similar charges is expected to vary with the size of the ions, e.g an ionic liquid with a TFSI anion is expected to show a larger separation between similar charges than an ionic liquid with a BF$_4$ anion. A third peak can be seen around 0.35 Å$^{-1}$ in ionic liquids with alkyl chains of 6 carbons or more [69]. Triolo et al. was first to
provide experimental evidence of the existence of this nanoscale segregation in ionic liquids, using X-ray diffraction [70]. By systematically vary the length of the cation side chains the origin of the peak was confirmed. The origin stems from the formation of apolar domains in the ionic liquid. These heterogeneities are around 20 Å and originate from the segregation of the alkyl chains due to van der Waals interactions. Understanding the structure and dynamics on the local scale is thus of importance to understanding the ion transport in a potential electrolyte use.

The influence of Li-salt (LiTFSI) on the structure of ionic liquids based on pyrrolidinium (Pyr) and imidazolium (Im) cations and the TFSI anion was studied with SAXS by Aguilera et al. [69]. They found that the peak related to formation of apolar domains was barely affected by the addition of lithium salt. However the charge ordering peak decreases in intensity and shifts to slightly lower Q-values, indicating a longer distance between similar charges. This is believed to stem from the formation of Li[TFSI]$_2$ triplets [71, 72].

4.2 Dynamics

The conductivity and viscosity in ionic liquids and ionic liquid electrolytes does not follow the Arrhenius behaviour, but is well described with a VFT-function, as for all liquids [66, 73–76]. Scaling of the conductivity with $T_g$ have showed that ionic liquids with varying salt concentration fall on the same master curve, implying that the ionic conductivity have the same temperature dependence for all salt concentrations [77].

It is the microscopic motions in the ionic liquid that sums up to the macroscopic properties like conductivity. While the conductivity is easily studied it takes more complicated methods to investigate the local dynamics. For example NMR was used by Marzan and Boltoeva to investigate the self-diffusion of an imidazolium based ionic liquid [78]. By varying the alkyl chain length $n$ of the imidazolium cation, C$_n$ mim, they found that the longer the chain the slower self-diffusion. It was also found that the cation had a higher mobility than the TFSI-anion for chain lengths below 6, while above that, the two ions had similar diffusion coefficients [78]. While changing the length of the alkyl chain the balance between coulombic forces and van der Waals interactions is modified which gives rise to changes in the dynamics. Hence, the composition
of the ionic liquids plays a role in the diffusional behaviour.

NMR studies of P14TFSI and P14FSI with added LiTFSI and LiFSI respectively, show that the relative mobilities between the ions differ [79]. In the P14TFSI:LiTFSI electrolyte the P14 cation show the highest mobility whereas in P14FSI:LiFSI the FSI anion is faster. Surprisingly the diffusion of the Li$^+$ is slower than the larger bulkier P14 cation in both electrolytes. This is an indication that the lithium is interacting with the anions [79]. In fact the lithium is known to form aggregates with the anions, in the shape of triplets e.g. Li[TFSI]$_2$ [71,72].

To look further into the processes that builds up to the diffusion measured with NMR one can use QENS. Dynamics in pure ionic liquids have been investigated rather thoroughly with QENS [80–84], finding both local relaxations of sections of molecules and diffusional processes of the entire molecules. Kofu et al. investigated the dynamics of imidazolium-based ionic liquids, with varying alkyl chain lengths and different anions as a function of temperature [81]. In this study they find three independent relaxations on time scales of 1 ps to 10 ns. They claim these motions are, presented in order of falling relaxation time, ionic diffusion, in the shape of a jump diffusion, a relaxation of the imidazolium ring and an alkyl chain reorientation. These three motions are self-diffusive motions depending only on the ion itself. In another publication by the same authors [80], a motion of collective dynamics attributed to the heterogeneity in the structure is proposed. This motion is slower than all the self-diffusion processes.

What is still lacking is a link between the macroscopic properties of the ionic liquid such as the conductivity and the local dynamics and structure of ionic liquids. This is addressed in paper I where a combination of dielectric spectroscopy and QENS is used to do this.

### 4.3 Water in Ionic Liquids

For some applications adding water to an ionic liquid is beneficial to for example lower the viscosity and increase conductivity, for other applications water is detrimental but it is still important to understand what happens if water is taken up in the ionic liquid. Therefore investigations of the impact of water in ionic liquids have been done in several fields such as ionic liquids for fuel cell [85] and supercapacitor applications [86] as well as for the fundamental understanding of how it effects the structure and diffusion mechanism [87–89].
The way the water interacts with the ionic liquid varies strongly between different ionic liquids. The hydrophobicity of the anion, the length of the alkyl chains of the cation and whether the ionic liquid is protic or aprotic has all been found to affect the solubility of water [85,90]. Hence, there are ways to design the ionic liquid to take up more water or less water depending on the intended application. Huddleston et al. investigated the hydrophobicity of imidazolium based ionic liquids with different anions and found that it increases in the order Cl< I< BF₄< PF₆< TFSI [90]. The typical battery anion TFSI is then rather hydrophobic. Longer side chains on the cation are also found to decrease the solubility of water [90]. Protic ionic liquids, with an available proton on the cation, can hydrogen bond to the water molecules, which allows the cation to theoretically directly interact with the water molecules. Hence, protic ionic liquids are in general more prone to take up water than aprotic ionic liquids.

Studies of the structural behaviour of water in ionic liquids have shown that domains form over a certain concentration. However, the limit depends on the specific ionic liquid. In the aprotic ionic liquid, C₄mimBF₄, well defined water clusters was found from SANS measurements when the water weight fraction was greater than 20 wt % [91]. This was further supported by Ruiz-Martín et al. Using QENS they identified both bound water and bulk-like water in the same system [89]. With the BF₄ anion being hydrophilic the water molecules tend to form hydrogen bonds with the anion rather than the cation. An ionic liquid that shows a different behaviour is P₄TFSI, a pyrrolidinium based protic ionic liquid. P₄TFSI has a rather hydrophobic anion (TFSI), as compared to the BF₄ anion, and a cation that has the ability to hydrogen bond to water molecules. At low water concentration it is suggested by molecular dynamics simulations that this results in hydrogen bonding by water molecules to both the cation and the anion, where the water becomes a shared solvent molecule [92]. Close to the solubility limit of this ionic liquid, 3.8 wt %, the formation of domains are predicted with a size of six water molecules or more. In these domains some water molecules have only other water molecules in their proximity.

In paper IV P₄TFSI is investigated as a function of water concentration with IR spectroscopy, SAXS and QENS to experimentally investigate how the structure and dynamics change with the addition of water as a complement to the computational study.
Chapter 5

Methods

5.1 Physical characterisation

5.1.1 Density

There are several reasons to measure the density of an electrolyte for battery applications, one is to simply know the weight of the electrolyte in a battery cell. It is also needed to calculate the molar conductivity. In this thesis it has further been used to determine the optimal sample thickness for quasi-elastic neutron scattering.

The density is easily determined as the mass divided by the volume, however, for an accurate measurement of the density a density meter can be used. In this thesis a DMA 4500 M density meter from Anton Paar is used, which allows for an accuracy of up to 5 digits in cm$^3$/g. The sample is here placed in a U-shaped tube with a known, fixed volume and the whole tube is set into motion by a piezoelectric actuator. The tube will then resonate at different eigenfrequencies depending on the mass of the sample. Figure 5.1 show an example of the temperature dependence of the density of an ionic liquid electrolyte for different concentration of the diluent HFE.

5.1.2 Viscosity

The viscosity is a measure of a liquids resistance to deformation, or flow. Low viscosity is of high importance in electrolytes, as that directly translates into faster ion transport. Depending on the sample, different techniques to measure the viscosity are suitable. In this thesis a rolling ball viscometer has been used. It is an appropriate technique for samples with a viscosity between 0.1 to 10 000 mPas, which includes ionic liquids and highly concentrated electrolytes. A capillary with known volume is filled with the sample of interest and a metal bead. The viscosity is then calculated from the time it takes for
the metal bead to fall through the liquid. Figure 5.1 shows an example of the temperature dependence of the viscosity of an ionic liquid electrolyte for different concentration of the diluent HFE.

5.1.3 Conductivity

In this thesis the ionic conductivity has been measured with dielectric spectroscopy via the dielectric permittivity, $\epsilon^*$. In the experiment an alternating voltage is applied to the sample, a schematic of the sample cell is seen in Figure 5.2, and the resulting alternating current is measured. The impedance is then calculated using Ohms law. Equation 5.1 shows the relation between the current $J$, the voltage $E$, the Impedance $Z$ and the dielectric permittivity,

$$
\epsilon^*(\omega) = \frac{J^*(\omega)}{i\omega \epsilon_0 E^*(\omega)} = \frac{1}{i\omega Z^*(\omega) C_0}
$$

(5.1)

where $C_0$ is the vacuum capacitance of the system [93], which is given by

$$
C_0 = \epsilon_0 \frac{A}{d}
$$

(5.2)
where A is the area of the electrodes in between which the material is placed and d is the distance between the electrodes.

The real part of the conductivity $\sigma'$ of a material is related to the imaginary part of the permittivity \[94\]
\[
\epsilon^* (\omega) = \epsilon' (\omega) + i \epsilon'' (\omega) = \epsilon' (\omega) + i \frac{\sigma' (\omega)}{\omega}.
\] (5.3)

The DC-conductivity is the part of interest when investigating the conductivity of an electrolyte. It is found as the plateau in the curve of $\sigma' (\omega)$ seen in Figure 5.3 \[93\].
Figure 5.3: Left: Frequency dependent conductivity of a highly concentrated acetonitrile-based electrolyte, LiTFSI:2ACN, in the temperature range 225-350 K. The DC-conductivity is found as the plateau in the frequency dependence of the real part of the conductivity as indicated in the figure. Right: Temperature dependence of the DC conductivity of LiTFSI:2ACN.

5.1.4 Differential Scanning Calorimetry

Differential scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is a tool to investigate thermal transitions in a material. In a battery perspective it can for example give you information about the liquid range of the electrolyte. In a DSC measurement the heat flow in or out of a sample is measured as a function of temperature. Thermal transitions are detected as a change in heat flow corresponding to the amount of energy needed to change the temperature of the sample. Figure 5.4 shows an example of a DSC trace for an ionic liquid, where the crystallisation, which is a exothermic process, manifests as a peak, the endothermic melting as a dip and the glass transition as a step in the heat flow curve. When reporting values for the different transitions it is important to clearly define which temperature is reported as several degrees can separate the onset and the mid-point of the transition for example. In this thesis the glass transition temperature is defined as the mid-point.
5.2 Small-Angle X-ray Scattering

Small-angle X-ray scattering is sensitive to changes in nano-scale electron density in a material and can therefore be used to probe, for example, size distributions of nanoparticles, pore sizes or characteristic distances in partially ordered materials [95]. Figure 5.5 shows a schematic of a SAXS experiment. An incoming monochromatic X-ray beam with wavevector $k_i$ is scattered off the sample in an angle of $2\theta$ and the scattered intensity is registered by a detector. Equations 5.4 and 5.5 describe the wavevector $k$ and the momentum transfer vector $Q$.

![Figure 5.5: Schematic of a small-angle X-ray scattering experiment.](image-url)
It is convenient to express the scattering pattern in terms of momentum transfer \( (Q) \) rather than \( 2\theta \) since \( Q \) includes the information of \( \lambda \) enabling direct comparison of SAXS patterns from experiments when different wavelengths are used. \( Q \) can be related to the real space distance through \( |Q| \sim \frac{2\pi}{d} \) and gives an idea of what length scale the features in the pattern originate from. For elastic scattering events the incoming and scattered wavevector have the same magnitude, \( |k_i| = |k_s| \) and \( Q \) can be expressed in terms of the scattering angle \( (\theta) \) as \( |Q| = Q = 4\pi \frac{\sin \theta}{\lambda} \).

Figure 5.6a shows an example of a two dimensional SAXS pattern of an ionic liquid. The colorbar indicates the intensity of the signal i.e. the normalised number of photons registered by that part of the detector. For isotropic materials, such as liquids, the sample scatters equally in all azimuthal angles (marked as \( \alpha \) in the figure) and the 2D pattern can be shown as a 1D pattern, \( I(Q) \), by integrating over all the azimuthal angles \( [97] \). An example of such a curve is shown in Figure 5.6b. In this SAXS pattern of an ionic liquid, we see two peaks, related to the presence of characteristic distances in the material. From this type of data, we can determine if there is any type of order in the material, and on what length scales this order appears.

5.2.1 Experimental Considerations

I22 is a small-angle scattering beamline at Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom and was used to investigate the structure of ionic liquids in this thesis. There are many elements to take into account when setting up the instrument to suit a certain experiment, the geometry of the instrument, e.g. the incoming energy of the beam and the thickness of the sample. Assuming that the instrument geometry is fixed, i.e. that the sample and detector positions are locked, the angle \( 2\theta \) that can be covered by the detectors is fixed.
Looking back at Equation 5.7, the only parameter left that affects the Q-range is the wavelength/energy of the incoming beam. The incoming energy of the beam at I22 can be varied from 6 to 20 keV and can therefore be selected to fit the Q-range of interest of the sample studied.

What should also be taken into account is the sample thickness. The scattering intensity of a material increases linearly with the thickness, while the absorption increases exponentially. The resulting intensity is then given by

$$I \propto de^{-\mu d}$$

(5.8)

where $d$ is the thickness of the sample and $\mu$ is the linear absorption coefficient [98]. The intensity function has a maximum transmission for $d = 1/\mu$, thus the thickness should be chosen to match the linear absorption coefficient which is material specific and also energy dependent [96].

In order to separate the scattering from the sample from the contribution of the sample cell and the background, a measurement of the empty cell is needed and is later subtracted from the signal. Before subtracting the empty cell and the background the scattered intensity is normalised. In front of the sample a monitor measures the incoming intensity and after the sample a monitor registers the transmitted beam. Using these two intensities a normalisation can be done.
5.3 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a technique based on the inelastic scattering of photons where the energy shift gives information about the vibrational modes of the material. It is a useful tool to investigate e.g. the coordination and interaction between species in an electrolyte.

A monochromatic light (photon energy $E_i$), typically from a laser, impinges on the sample. In a Raman experiment the photon energy is not enough for the molecule to go to an exited electronic state but it ends up in a virtual energy state. From this state the molecule relaxes within a few picoseconds and emits a photon with energy $E_f = E_i \pm \Delta E$ with $\Delta E$ being the energy difference from the initial to the final vibrational state of the molecule [99].

There are three cases for the energy shift as seen in Figure 5.7. The first one is elastic scattering, Rayleigh scattering, with $\Delta E = 0$. The excitation and de-excitation are then from the same vibrational energy state. For the two inelastic cases there are Stokes and anti-Stokes. For Stokes the de-excitation happens to a higher vibrational energy state than the origin, resulting in a loss in energy, $\Delta E = -h\nu$. Anti-Stokes start at an exited vibrational state and relax to the ground state, causing a gain in energy, $\Delta E = h\nu$ [99]. In equilibrium it is most common for the molecule to be in its vibrational ground state, and hence the Stokes scattering is typically stronger than the anti-Stokes scattering. The Raman shift is traditionally visualised in wavenumbers, $\tilde{\nu}$.

![Figure 5.7: Schematic of the Raman scattering process](image-url)
Figure 5.8: Example of Raman spectra of an HFE diluted ionic liquid electrolyte, P14FSI:0.2LiFSI:0.5HFE.

according to

\[ \tilde{\nu} = \frac{\nu}{c} \]

and in the unit [cm\(^{-1}\)]. An example of a Raman spectrum is seen in Figure 5.8.

### 5.3.1 Data Analysis

In this thesis Raman spectroscopy is used to investigate the coordination in electrolytes. The vibrational mode measured by Raman spectroscopy is different for free and coordinated molecules. Hence, the energy shift is expected to be different when the molecule is interacting with another molecule. By analysing the band position information about the local surrounding can be obtained. The intensity of the band is also related to the number of molecules with the corresponding vibrational mode which can be used to determine the relative number of certain species. Deconvolution of the spectra can be done to separate contributions from different vibrational modes. An example of a deconvoluted Raman band related to the TFSI anion in a acetonitrile based electrolyte with LiTFSI:5ACN is found in Figure 5.9. The band shape in liquids is well described by the Voigt profile which is a convolution of the Lorentzian and the Gaussian shape and has therefore been used in this thesis. Two clear contributions are found in Figure 5.9, where the low frequency band, Band 1 with area \( A_1 \), is attributed to free TFSI ions while the right band, Band 2 with area \( A_2 \), is TFSI ions coordinated to lithium ions. The areas of
the two components can be used to determine the fraction of Li$^+$ coordinated TFSI ions, $C_{\text{coord}},$

$$C_{\text{coord}} = \frac{A_2}{A_1 + A_2} \quad (5.9)$$

which in turn can be used to calculate the average number of TFSI interacting with each Li$^+$

$$N_{\text{TFSI/Li}} = \frac{C_{\text{coord}}}{x} \quad (5.10)$$

where $x$ is the molar fraction of Li$^+$ with respect to TFSI [56].

### 5.4 Quasi-Elastic Neutron Scattering

QENS is a tool to investigate dynamical processes on the typical time and length scales of atomic and molecular dynamics, making it suitable for investigations of for example proteins, polymers and ionic liquids [100]. In a neutron scattering experiment the neutron interacts with the nucleus of an atom. The strength of the interaction is determined by the scattering length, $b$, which depends on the particular nucleus (isotope) and its spin state. There is no theory to describe nuclear forces well enough to calculate the scattering lengths of nuclei, thus they are experimentally determined. The scattering length varies erratically over the periodic table and also between isotopes [101], some examples are found in table 5.1.

Quasi-elastic neutron scattering is an inelastic method where the energy exchange between the nucleus and the neutron is the sought after quantity. For
Table 5.1: Neutron cross sections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>$\sigma_{coh}$ [barn]</th>
<th>$\sigma_{inc}$ [barn]</th>
<th>$\sigma_{tot}$ [barn]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.7568</td>
<td>80.26</td>
<td>82.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>5.592</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>7.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>1.495</td>
<td>0.0082</td>
<td>1.503</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

elastic interactions Equation 5.7 was used to express the momentum transfer, $Q$, in the scattering process. For inelastic scattering $|k_i| \neq |k_s|$ and $Q$ depends not only on the scattering angle but also on the energy change and is given by

$$Q = \sqrt{k_i^2 + k_s^2 - 2k_i k_s \cos(2\theta)}.$$  (5.11)

In a quasi-elastic neutron scattering experiment the number of scattered neutrons per second in a solid angle $d\Omega$ with a final energy between $E'$ and $E'+dE'$ are measured and is described by the double differential scattering cross section

$$\frac{d^2\sigma}{d\Omega dE} = \frac{k_s}{k_i} \frac{1}{2\pi\hbar} \sum_{jj'} b_{j'} b_j \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \langle \exp(-iQ \cdot R_{j'}(0)) \exp(iQ \cdot R_j(t)) \rangle \exp(-i\omega t) dt,$$  (5.12)

where the index $j$ and $j'$ run over all nuclei, $R_j$ and $R_{j'}$ are the position of nuclei $j$ and $j'$ at the time $t$, $\langle \rangle$ denotes the thermal average and $b$ is the scattering length of the nucleus [101]. This expression describes the inter-particle correlations and their time evolution in terms of position operators of the particles of the scatterer. Under the assumption there is no correlation between the scattering length values, $b$, of different nuclei

$$b_{j'} b_j = (\bar{b})^2, \quad j' \neq j,$$

$$b_{j'} b_j = \bar{b}^2, \quad j' = j.$$  (5.13)
Equation 5.12 can then be expressed as

\[
\frac{d^2 \sigma}{d\Omega dE} = \frac{k_s}{k_i} \frac{1}{2\pi\hbar} (\bar{b})^2 \sum_{jj'} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \langle \exp(-i\mathbf{Q} \cdot \mathbf{R}_{j'}(0)) \exp(i\mathbf{Q} \cdot \mathbf{R}_{j}(t)) \rangle \exp(-i\omega t) dt
\]

\[
+ \frac{k_s}{k_i} \frac{1}{2\pi\hbar} (\bar{b}^2 - (\bar{b})^2) \sum_{j} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \langle \exp(-i\mathbf{Q} \cdot \mathbf{R}_{j}(0)) \exp(i\mathbf{Q} \cdot \mathbf{R}_{j}(t)) \rangle \exp(-i\omega t) dt.
\]

(5.14)

The first term on the right-hand side of Equation 5.14 describes coherent scattering, i.e. the correlation of both the same and different nuclei at different times. Hence, coherent scattering gives information about the collective dynamics in a sample. The coherent cross section is expressed in terms of scattering length as

\[
\sigma_{\text{coh}} = 4\pi (\bar{b})^2.
\]

(5.15)

The second term on the right-hand side of Equation 5.14 is incoherent scattering, i.e. the correlation between the positions of the same nucleus at different times. Thus, the incoherent scattering gives information about self motion with the cross section

\[
\sigma_{\text{inc}} = 4\pi (\bar{b}^2 - (\bar{b})^2).
\]

(5.16)

If the energy is expressed as \( E = \hbar \omega \) and the expressions for the cross sections are used, Equation 5.14 can be written as

\[
\frac{d^2 \sigma}{d\Omega \omega} = \frac{k_s}{k_i} \left( \frac{\sigma_{\text{coh}}}{4\pi} S_{\text{coh}}(Q, \omega) + \frac{\sigma_{\text{inc}}}{4\pi} S_{\text{inc}}(Q, \omega) \right).
\]

(5.17)

where \( S_{\text{coh}} \) and \( S_{\text{inc}} \) are the coherent and incoherent structure factors, respectively. The coherent structure factor contains information about collective dynamics while the incoherent structure factor contains information about the self motion, e.g. self diffusion [100]. From Equation 5.17 it can also be found that the cross sections \( \sigma_{\text{coh}} \) and \( \sigma_{\text{inc}} \) determine the amount of coherent and incoherent scattering. For samples with large incoherent cross sections, like hydrogen rich materials, the incoherent scattering will dominate the signal. The cross section can be controlled to a certain extent by isotope substitution to increase or decrease the incoherent/coherent scattering to suit the purpose of the experiment.

A schematic of a QENS experiment is shown in Figure 5.10. An incoming neutron is scattered by the sample and registered by one of several detectors. Each detector covers a certain angle, i.e. a certain q-value, and the energy
of the neutron can be determined (read more about how this is done for the different techniques in section 5.4.1, 5.4.2 and 5.4.3) [100]. Thus, each detector measures the double differential cross section described in Equation 5.12.

Figure 5.11 (left) shows an example of spectra of an acetonitrile based highly concentrated electrolyte in frequency space where the intensity is shown as a function of energy transfer. The broadening of the spectrum with respect to the resolution function reflects the dynamics in the material. An increased broadening is a result of faster relaxations, e.g. as in this case the result of a lower salt concentration and a lower viscosity as shown in Figure 5.11. The data can also be presented in the time-space, in the shape of the intermediate scattering function, $I(Q,t)$, as in Figure 5.11 (right). The intermediate scattering function is related to the scattering function as

$$S(Q,\omega) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} I(Q,t)e^{-i\omega t} dt.$$ 

(5.18)
Figure 5.11: QENS data recorded at FOCUS of NaTFSI in Acetonitrile for two different concentrations measured at Q=0.95 Å⁻¹, presented in the frequency space, as S(Q,ω) (left) and in the time space, as I(Q,t) (right). The black line shows the instrument resolution.

5.4.1 Time-of-Flight Spectroscopy

IN5 at Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL), Grenoble, France [102] and FOCUS at Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Villigen, Switzerland [103] are two direct geometry Time-of-Flight (TOF) spectrometers that were used in this thesis. Time of flight instruments measures S(Q,ω) with an accessible timescale of 10⁻¹⁰ – 10⁻¹⁴ s depending on the instrument settings. Hence, TOF spectrometers are well suited to measure local dynamics in liquids such as electrolytes and ionic liquids.

Figure 5.12 shows a schematic drawing of a direct geometry time of flight instrument. From an incoming white beam a band of wavelengths is selected by the help of choppers. These are rotating disks made out of a neutron absorbing material with slits allowing for only certain wavelengths to go through. The smaller the wavelength band the higher resolution. By chopping the beam a pulse with a certain wavelength i.e., a certain velocity, and well defined starting time is created. The time of flight for the neutron from the chopper to the detector via the sample is then measured. In the scattering event the neutron either loses some (or all) of its energy or gains energy causing it to travel faster or slower than before the scattering event. From the measured time of flight of the neutron the change in energy is calculated.
5.4.2 Back-Scattering Spectroscopy

The back scattering spectrometer IN16B at ILL, Grenoble, France [104] was used in this thesis to measure dynamics on the nanosecond timescale. Back scattering spectrometers have higher energy resolution than time of flight instruments and can therefore probe slower dynamics covering a timescale of $10^{-9} - 10^{-12}$ s. The high resolution implies the ability to measure smaller energy exchanges and to do so a well defined wavelength is required. Using only a small amount of the neutrons from the white beam results in a longer measuring time for back scattering instruments than for TOF instruments. Back scattering instruments measures the data in frequency space, $S(Q,\omega)$.

Figure 5.13 shows a schematic drawing of a backscattering instrument. A velocity selector and chopper are used to select neutrons in a narrow wavelength band around $\lambda$ and pulse the beam. This pulse of neutrons is then directed towards the second monochromator where a $90^\circ$ Bragg reflection selects a more precise selection of neutrons with wavelength $\lambda$, it is from this step back scattering has gotten its name. To induce a well defined energy spread in the neutron pulse the monochromator is positioned on a Doppler drive. Depending on the velocity of the Doppler drive at the instant the neutron is reflected in the monochromator the neutron gains or loses a small amount of kinetic energy, resulting in a well known energy distribution, $E_i$, of the neutrons later impinging on the sample. It is this energy distribution that determines the energy window of the instrument. Out of the scattered neutrons only the neutrons with a certain final energy $E_f$, determined by analysers, are directed to the detectors and counted. When a neutron with the correct energy is
detected it is assigned to an energy channel by the instrument electronics. Based on the fact that the final energy is constant, the information about the velocity increase/decrease from the Doppler drive and the known distance the neutron has to travel the energy exchange in the scattering process, $\Delta E$, can be determined.

### 5.4.3 Neutron Spin Echo Spectroscopy

In neutron spin echo spectroscopy the spin of the neutron is used to measure the energy exchange in the scattering event [105]. This allows for a high energy resolution, accessing a time window of $10^{-6} - 10^{-14}$ s and the dynamics are measured directly in time space, via the intermediate scattering function. In this thesis the neutron spin echo spectrometer WASP at ILL, France was used.

In neutron spin echo the individual neutrons are followed, hence there is no need for the beam to be fully monochromised, instead a broadly monochromatic beam with typically a $\Delta \lambda/\lambda$ of 10-20% is used. Figure 5.14 shows a schematic of the first neutron spin echo instrument, IN11 at ILL, Grenoble, France. The beam is polarised using a super-mirror neutron polariser. A $\pi/2$-flipper is used to rotate the spin by $\pi/2$ radians in the x-direction when travelling in the z-direction of a solenoid with a length $L_1$ and field strength $B_1$. The spin will start to Lamor precess when it enters the B-field. This can be considered
Figure 5.14: Schematic of a neutron spin echo instrument of type IN11

as starting a clock. While travelling in the solenoid the polarisation will be gradually lost as the neutrons have different velocities. After the solenoid the neutrons scatter on the sample before the spin is flipped $\pi$ radians using a $\pi$-flipper, which can be considered as reversing the clock. Now with the spin in the opposite direction than previously the neutron travels through a second solenoid with a length $L_2$ and field strength $B_2$. As the spin precesses backward the initial polarisation is recovered at the end of the solenoid if the scattering event was elastic and the length and field strength of the two solenoids are the same. Then the clock is stopped and the spin is realigned to its initial direction using a second $\pi$/2-flipper.

For a quasi-elastic scattering event the velocity of the neutron is changed which will result in an unequal number of neutron precessions leading to a loss of spin polarisation [105]. If $B_1 L_1 = B_2 L_2$ the difference in the precession angle is described by

$$\varphi = \frac{\gamma_L B_2 L_2 \hbar \omega}{m v^2} = t_F \omega$$

(5.19)

where $\gamma_L$ is the gyro-magnetic ratio of the neutron, $\hbar \omega$ the energy transfer and $m$ and $v$ the mass and velocity of the neutron respectively [106]. $\varphi$ is proportional to $\omega$ with the proportionality constant, $t_F$ that has the dimension time. In the quasi-elastic limit the Fourier time, $t_F$, is equivalent to real time [106]. The polarisation is described as the average of $\cos(\omega t_F)$, which in turn is related to the intermediate scattering function

$$P(Q, t_F) = \langle \cos(\omega t_F) \rangle = \int S_{\text{NSE}}(Q, \omega) \cos(\omega t_F) d\omega = I_{\text{NSE}}(Q, t_F).$$

(5.20)

The time investigated, $t_F$, depends on the parameters of the solenoids, $B$ and $L$ (as seen in Equation 5.19), therefore to get more than one data point several
measurements with different settings are needed. For a full derivation of the theory, the reader is recommended to read reference [105].

5.4.4 Experimental Considerations

Often incoherent scattering is preferred in QENS experiments. This is because models for incoherent scattering are well developed while there are few models for coherent scattering [107]. Hence, QENS is particularly useful for hydrogen-rich materials that have strong incoherent signal. However, even though the incoherent signal is strong, it doesn’t mean that the coherent signal is weak. This means that when the double differential cross section is measured in a QENS experiment and both the coherent and incoherent contributions are recorded the coherent scattering contribution can complicate the analysis [100]. Two methods can be used to handle this, either one chooses a sample where the incoherent signal is much larger than the coherent contribution by isotope substitution, or one uses polarised neutrons to separate the coherent and incoherent contributions [101]. There are only few instruments where polarisation is used.

The best choice of spectrometer for an experiment depends on what motion should be investigated. For faster dynamics, like the rotation of a methyl group, a time of flight spectrometer might be the best option while for slower dynamics like long-range diffusion in an ionic liquid a back scattering spectrometer is better. However, it is not only the time window of the instrument that determines what motions are studied in the experiment, also the temperature plays a big part. The motion can be slowed down or sped up to match the time window of the instrument by changing the temperature.

The sample cell is preferably an annular cylinder, if practically possible. A cylindrical geometry simplifies corrections related to absorption and multiple scattering. An alternative is to use a flat plate geometry that is more suitable for highly viscous samples and solids. However, for a flat geometry the contribution from the sample cell to the total signal will vary with the scattering angle and for highly absorbing materials the signal at angles parallel to the cell will be heavily reduced.

The thickness of the sample is typically chosen to give 90% transmission, to minimise multiple scattering. The transmitted intensity a distance \( z \) into the material follows

\[
I_z \propto e^{-n \sigma z}
\]  

(5.21)
where $\sigma$ is the total cross section (scattering and absorption) and $n$ is the number density [100], and the transmission $T$ is

$$T = \frac{I_z}{I_0} = e^{-\sigma nz}. \quad (5.22)$$

For a 90% transmission we get the thickness as a function of scattering length and number density as

$$z = -\frac{\ln(0.9)}{\sigma n} \quad (5.23)$$

### 5.4.5 Data reduction

Several measurements in addition to the actual sample are needed to perform a full data reduction; an empty cell measurement, a resolution measurement and a measurement of a purely elastically scattering sample. Data reduction of neutron scattering data is highly dependent on the instrument and is in general performed with software provided by the facilities, such as LAMP [108], DAVE [109] and Mantid [110], where the geometry and information from the instrument are already implemented. Initially, all data has to be normalised to the incoming beam that is measured by a monitor placed in front of the sample. The signal from the empty cell can then be subtracted. The empty cell data should ideally be recorded at the same temperature as the sample for proper background subtraction. Self-shielding and self-absorption of the sample have to be taken into account and are calculated by the reduction software based on the sample cell geometry and density of the sample and its absorption and scattering cross sections. The efficiency of the detectors of an instrument can vary and a calibration is needed to make sure the angle dependence is correctly reproduced. For this an elastically and isotropically scattering material, often vanadium, that should have the same measured intensity in all detectors is used. Finally, a resolution measurement is needed. For resolution there are two options. Either a measurement of the sample at low temperature where all motions are frozen or a measurement of vanadium or any other element that scatters purely elastically can be used, thus a vanadium sample can be used for both the resolution and the detector efficiency calibration. The advantage of using the sample at low temperature for resolution rather than vanadium is to eliminate any uncertainty of geometrical mis-match of the sample and the vanadium. After all these corrections are taken care of the conversion to $S(Q,\omega)$ or $I(Q,t)$ can be done.
5.4.6 Data analysis

QENS data can be analysed in either frequency space, $S(Q,\omega)$, or time domain, $I(Q,t)$. Which one to use often comes down to individual preferences, however in some situations the intermediate scattering function is advantageous. Data from neutron spin echo experiments for example are measured directly in $I(Q,t)$ and is always analysed in the time space since the conversion from $I(Q,t)$ to $S(Q,\omega)$ is not recommended. Using $I(Q,t)$, data from different instruments can be combined to cover a wider time window, provided that the data is collected at the same momentum transfer. The following sections will mostly cover the analysis in frequency space with additional information about the analysis in the time domain in the end.

In a QENS experiment the measured signal not only contains the $S(Q,\omega)$ but will also have a contribution from the resolution of the instrument and a background that needs to be taken into account [111],

$$S_{\text{measured}}(Q,\omega) = (S_{\text{inc}}(Q,\omega) \otimes R(Q,\omega)) + BG$$ (5.24)

where $R(Q,\omega)$ is the resolution function of the instrument and $\otimes$ is the convolution operator and $BG$ is background. Treating the data using the intermediate scattering function, $I(Q,t)$, the convolution is transformed into a multiplication, which simplifies the separation of the resolution function and therefore the fitting of the data [106].

For strong incoherent scatterers the dynamic structure factor $S(Q,\omega)$ can be approximated as

$$S(Q,\omega) \approx S_{\text{inc}}(Q,\omega).$$ (5.25)

$S_{\text{inc}}(Q,\omega)$ consists of both an elastic and a quasi-elastic contribution. From the definition of the structure factor, the elastic contribution can be described by a delta function convoluted with the resolution function. The quasi-elastic contribution in case of a simple exponential relaxation in time domain, such as free diffusion, is described by a Lorentzian function in frequency space [106]. For multiple, in time well separated simple motions, the dynamical structure factor can be modelled as

$$S_{\text{inc}}(Q,\omega) = A_0(Q)\delta(\omega) + \sum_i A_i L_i(Q,\omega),$$ (5.26)

where $A_i$ is the area of the functions and the Lorentzian functions are described as

$$L_i(Q,\omega) = \frac{1}{\pi} \frac{\Gamma_i(Q)}{(\hbar\omega)^2 + \Gamma_i(Q)^2}.$$ (5.27)
where $\Gamma$ is the half width at half maximum. This approach is valid for simple exponential relaxation processes that are independent and well separated in time, otherwise more complicated models are needed. Figure 5.15 shows an example of fitted QENS data. The data was recorded at the Time-of-Flight spectrometer IN5 at ILL and is here visualised in frequency space as the measured intensity for a specific Q-value as a function of energy transfer. The data has been fitted with a resolution function, a linear background and two Lorentzian functions. Thus, here we assume that there are two relaxation processes in the material in the investigated time scale. The information about the relaxation time and the nature of the relaxations are found in the momentum transfer dependence of the half width at half maximum ($\Gamma$) and the area of the Lorentzian functions.

![Figure 5.15: Example of fitted experimental QENS data from an acetonitrile based electrolyte with LiTFSI. Two lorentzian functions are used to fit the experimental data, as well as a delta function and a linear background.](image)

The momentum transfer dependence of the width $\Gamma$ can provide information on what type of motion the relaxations corresponds to. For liquid samples three basic models are often considered. The first model, Equation 5.28, describes a Fickian diffusion where $D$ is the diffusion constant [112]. This is a continuous free diffusion and for small $Q$-values this model should be valid for all diffusion processes [113].

$$\Gamma(Q) = DQ^2.$$ (5.28)
Two other models describe jump diffusion with different jump length distributions. The first, the Hall-Ross model [114], assumes a Gaussian distribution of the jump length and is described in Equation 5.29 where $\langle l^2 \rangle$ is the mean jump length and $\tau$ the residence time.

$$\Gamma(Q) = \frac{1}{\tau} \left( 1 - \exp\left( - \frac{\langle l^2 \rangle Q^2}{2} \right) \right) \quad \text{for} \quad D = \frac{\langle l^2 \rangle}{2\tau} \tag{5.29}$$

The second model is the Teixeira model [115],

$$\Gamma(Q) = \frac{DQ^2}{1 + DQ^2\tau}, \quad \text{for} \quad D = \frac{\langle l^2 \rangle}{6\tau} \tag{5.30}$$

originally developed to describe dynamics in water, but works well also for other liquids. This model is sometimes in literature falsely attributed to Singwi and Sjölander. The Singwi-Sjölander model is also a jump diffusion model developed for liquid water [106], however a different one, which only at certain conditions reduces to the same function as the Teixeira model. Figure 5.16 shows the momentum transfer dependence of the width for the different diffusion models for comparison. The Hall-Ross and Teixeira models are plotted with a jump length $\langle l^2 \rangle = 4 \text{ Å}$ and a residence time $\tau = 1 \text{ ns}$ and a simple diffusion is plotted with a diffusion coefficient of $2/3 \text{ Å}^2/\text{ps}$.

Local relaxations like chain rotations on molecules will show little to no Q dependence of $\Gamma$ [81]. To access information of these motions the Elastic Incoherent Structure Factor (EISF) is an invaluable tool. It is defined as

$$EISF = \frac{A_{\text{elastic}}}{A_{\text{elastic}} + A_{\text{inelastic}}} \tag{5.31}$$

where $A_{\text{elastic}}$ is the area of the elastic contribution and $A_{\text{inelastic}}$ is the area of the Lorentzian of interest. By fitting the EISF to different models one can determine what type of motion is observed and from the fitting parameters also learn about for example the geometry of the motion. Equation 5.32 describes the EISF for a methyl group rotation where $j_0$ is the zeroth order of the spherical Bessel function and $d$ is the distance between the hydrogen and carbon atoms [113]. $A$ is the fraction of signal that comes from the particular motion. For a hydrogen rich molecule it can be approximated to the ratio of hydrogen atoms taking part in the motion. For a methyl group rotation this corresponds to 3 so $A$ will be 3 divided by the total number of hydrogen atoms.
of the molecule.

\[ EISF_{\text{Methyl rotation}} = (1 - A) + A \frac{1}{3} \left[ 1 + 2j_0 \left( \sqrt{\frac{8}{3}} Qd \right) \right] \] (5.32)

Another useful model is

\[ EISF_{\text{Circular rotation}} = (1 - A) + A \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} j_0 \left[ 2Qr \sin \left( \frac{n\pi}{N} \right) \right] \] (5.33)

that describes a random jumps on a circle of radius r with N equivalent sites [113]. For large values of N it corresponds to a continuous rotational diffusion and can be used to model the motions of alkyl chains. A third model describes a restricted diffusion inside a sphere of radius r [113].

\[ EISF_{\text{Restricted diffusion}} = (1 - A) + A \left[ \frac{3j_1(Qr)}{Qr} \right]^2 \] (5.34)

Analysis of the EISF is used in paper I to determine the nature of two local relaxations.
There are situations when one or more Lorentzian functions does not fit the data well, like for systems that exhibit a distribution of relaxation rates. Such a motion is better described in time domain using a Kohlrausch-Williams-Watt function [106]. That is a stretched exponential function (see Equation 5.35) with a stretching parameter, $\beta$, taking values between zero and one. For $\beta=1$ a simple exponential is recovered.

$$\frac{I(Q, t)}{I(Q, 0)} = A e\left(-\frac{t}{\tau_{\text{KWW}}}/\beta\right)$$

(5.35)

It is important to note here that $\tau_{\text{KWW}}$ is an effective relaxation time that depends on $\beta$. Instead the average relaxation time, $\langle \tau \rangle$, should be used and is calculated using

$$\langle \tau \rangle = \Gamma_G \left( \frac{1}{\beta} \right) \frac{\tau_{\text{KWW}}}{\beta}$$

(5.36)

where $\Gamma_G$ is the gamma function [106].
Chapter 6

Results

In this section the main results of the thesis are summarised. It is based on the work presented in detail in papers I-V.

6.1 Local structure in ionic liquids

Local structure in ionic liquids was investigated from various aspects, effect of temperature, pressure, type of cation/anion or effect of dilution. The results presented here are from the work in papers I, III and IV and in addition some unpublished experiments are also commented on.

![Chemical structures of anions and cations used in this thesis.](image)

Figure 6.1: Chemical structure of anions and cations used in this thesis.

The local structure of ionic liquids was investigated using SAXS. The ionic liquids investigated all belong to the pyrrolidinium family with varying anion and cation. P14TFSI (1-Butyl-1-methylpyrroldinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) -imide) can be considered as our starting point. The chemical structure of
P14TFSI and the other cations and anions used are found in Figure 6.1. From P14TFSI the anion is changed to the smaller anion FSI, the length of alkyl chain of the cation is increased to 8 in P18TFSI and the cation is changed for its protic counterpart in PH4TFSI. The scattering patterns are shown in Figure 6.2. The two characteristic peaks from the nearest neighbour distance, referred to as the molecular peak at $Q=1.3-1.4 \text{ Å}^{-1}$, and the charge ordering at $Q=0.8-0.9 \text{ Å}^{-1}$ are found in all ionic liquids. The sample with longer alkyl chain, P18TFSI (1-Octyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide) also shows a third peak found at $Q=0.35 \text{ Å}^{-1}$ that appears for alkyl chains ($n \geq 6$) and is the result of the formation of apolar domains [69].

From Figure 6.2 it is evident that the local structure in the different ionic liquids is very similar (apart from the pre-peak for P18TFSI) and only minor differences can be found. For P14TFSI the intensity for the two peaks are of comparable amplitude while the P14FSI (1-Butyl-1-Methylpyrrolidinium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide) has a considerable lower intensity for the charge ordering peak, which is also shifted to larger $Q$. With the FSI anion being smaller than the TFSI anion it is expected that the distance between similar charges (cation-cation and anion-anion) will be smaller. Shifting the attention to the sample with longer alkyl chain, P18TFSI, the charge ordering peak shifts to slightly lower $Q$. The dependence of alkyl chain length on the peak position is relatively weak despite the larger size of the cation [69]. PH4TFSI
(1-Butylpyrroldinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide) is a protic ionic liquid and hydrogen bonding between the ions is possible. Comparing the peak position of the charge ordering for P14TFSI and PH4TFSI we find a small shift to higher Q for PH4TFSI which can be a result of hydrogen bonding in the ionic liquid. However, the effect of potential hydrogen bonding is smaller than the effect of having a smaller anion. The molecular peak of PH4TFSI also shifts to slightly higher Q, indicating a slightly closer packing of nearest neighbours as a result of hydrogen bond interaction between cation and anion.

6.1.1 Effect of temperature and pressure

The temperature and pressure dependence of the local structure in the ionic liquid, P14TFSI, was investigated with SAXS, the result is found in Figure 6.3. With decreasing temperature and increasing pressure, both the molecular and the charge ordering peak shift to higher Q, in line with the induced increase in density. Similar temperature trends have been reported in literature [68, 116, 117]. The pressure dependence was investigated also by Pilar et al. and showed the same dependence of the molecular peak position [118], however in that study the shift of the charge ordering peak was not conclusive. In Figure 6.3c the SAXS patterns at state points of isoconductivity are compared, that is state points that all show the same conductivity. These points were chosen in order to investigate the link between the conductivity and the local structure of the ionic liquid. In the figure the peak positions of the three curves show little variation, whereas the intensity of the charge ordering peak decreases slightly at the state points with high pressure, reflecting the strong pressure dependence of the intensity of this peak, see Figure 6.3b. Thus, for state points with the same macroscopic dynamics (conductivity), the structural correlations are invariant, pointing to a strong connection between the local structure and the dynamics. This is supported by our previous study (not included in this thesis), where it was shown that the changes in the molecular peak quantitatively follow the density change [119].

6.1.2 Effect of dilution

The protic ionic liquid PH4TFSI was diluted with water and studied with SAXS to investigate the effect that added water has on the local ordering. Figure 6.4a shows the SAXS patterns of PH4TFSI and D$_2$O diluted PH4TFSI at room temperature. The pattern from the D$_2$O diluted sample shows very similar
features as the neat ionic liquid. This is in agreement with previous studies on an aprotic ionic liquid where no larger structural changes were found for water concentrations below 50 mol% [87]. However, there is a shift in the peak positions of both the molecular and the charge ordering peak towards smaller Q-values with the amount of water added. The shift of the molecular peak to smaller Q-values indicates an increased distance between nearest neighbours and correlates well with the decrease in the density with the addition of water reported previously for the same system [86]. Similarly the shift of the charge ordering peak to smaller Q-values implies an increase in the distance between similar charges. Yaghini et al, show that the preferential interaction site of water in the protic ionic liquid, C2HImTFSI, is the -NH group of the cation [85].

Figure 6.3: SAXS patterns for P14TFSI as a function of (a) temperature, (b) pressure and (c) isoconductivity.
The cation then effectively becomes larger with the water bonded to it, and therefore the distances between similar charges is expected to increase. It is found from IR-spectroscopy that the system investigated here show a similar behaviour, with water preferentially hydrogen bonding to the pyrrolidinium ring on the cation. However, IR-data also indicate that water is not fully dispersed and smaller clusters of water molecules also exist. This supports the findings from MD-simulations on water mixtures with PH4TFSI which suggest the presence of small clusters of water, from a few water molecules bridging between anion and cation of the ionic liquid to aggregates of around 10 molecules dispersed in the ionic matrix [86].

The effect on the local structure of dilution using a hydrofluoroether, 1,1,2,2-Tetrafluoroethyl 2,2,2-Trifluoroethyl Ether (HFE), in an ionic liquid electrolyte was also investigated using SAXS. P14FSI and LiFSI was mixed to form the ionic liquid electrolyte. From Raman measurements Li-FSI clusters are formed in this electrolyte with an average of 2 FSI molecules interacting with each Li$^+$. These clusters form larger effective anions and are important for the performance of the ionic liquid electrolyte, hence, the diluent should preferably not disrupt this structure. Adding HFE to the ionic liquid electrolyte shifted the charge ordering peak to lower Q-values as seen in Figure 6.4b. This shows
that HFE somewhat influences the nano-scale structure of the IL-electrolyte causing a further separation of similar charges, similarly to the effect of adding water to the protic ionic liquid but with a stronger effect due to the larger size of HFE compared to water. A scenario that is compatible with this observation is that HFE does not interact with the Li[FSI]x clusters but preferentially associates with the P14 cation of the ionic liquid and in this way effectively increases the length scale of charge ordering. Indeed, from Raman spectroscopy it is found that the addition of HFE has only a very slight effect on the band positions and the average coordination number of FSI per Li+. Thus, this shows that the HFE does not interrupt the solvation structure of Li-ions, but dilutes the electrolyte while maintaining the favourable structure of the ionic liquids.

6.2 Local dynamics in ionic liquids

Local dynamics in ionic liquids was investigated using different QENS spectrometers. The effect of temperature, pressure, type of cation/anion and the effect of dilution of the ionic liquid was studied. The results presented here are from the work in papers I, III and IV and in addition some unpublished experiments are also commented on.

In ionic liquids there are microscopic dynamics such as librations of the pyrrolidinium ring of the cation and rotations of side chains of the cation on the time scale of picoseconds. On longer time scales, around nanoseconds the dynamics is typically of a more diffusional nature. All motions can be probed using different QENS instruments, as illustrated in Figure 6.5.

Local dynamics of an aprotic ionic liquid, P14TFSI and its protic counter part, PH4TFSI was investigated using the neutron spin echo spectrometer WASP at ILL, France. Intermediate scattering functions are shown as a function of momentum transfer in Figure 6.6a. For both samples the majority of the incoherent (and total) scattering comes from the pyrrolidinium cation, hence it is the relaxation of the cation that is followed. The two ionic liquids have very similar intermediate scattering functions, indicating that the hydrogen bonding found in the protic ionic liquid has little effect on the local cation dynamics. Without fitting the data, and by just observing the curves, indications of two relaxations can be seen, one faster around $10^{-2}$ ns and one slower around 1
ns. The effect of the anion on the intermediate scattering function is shown in Figure 6.6b, comparing results of of P14TFSI and P14FSI at 270 K and momentum transfer $Q=0.6 \, \text{Å}^{-1}$. P14FSI clearly shows faster relaxation compared to P14TFSI, which in line with the higher conductivity found in P14FSI compared to P14TFSI [120]. To learn more about the various relaxations found in P14TFSI on pico- to nanosecond timescales the two spectrometers IN5 and IN16B at ILL, France were used. The time windows covered by the two instrument is seen in Figure 6.5. With IN5 faster dynamics can be investigated, typically local dynamics of the molecule like alkyl chain rotations or librational motions. IN16B is an instrument with higher energy resolution, and therefore measures slower dynamics e.g. diffusional motions.

P14TFSI shows dynamics in both time windows, as expected from the intermediate scattering function measured on WASP (Figure 6.6a). At short time scales, two processes are revealed from experiments at IN5. The data from IN5 was analysed in the frequency domain where the broadening of the quasi-elastic component is related to the time scale of the dynamics. The broadening is found to be independent of momentum transfer for both processes which indicates that these motions are of a local origin [81]. Analysis of the momentum transfer dependence of the elastic incoherent structure factor suggests that the two processes are a librational motion of the carbon ring of
the cation and conformational change, of the butyl side chain of the cation. These motions show little to no temperature dependence and are therefore believed to be separated from the conductivity. The IN16B data reveals a confined translational diffusion on longer time scales. The confinement is believed to be about 4-5 Å and corresponds well to the charge ordering in the liquid. The size of the confinement increases with temperature and decreases with pressure, which is in line with the behaviour of the charge ordering seen from the SAXS-studies. For temperature and pressure points with constant conductivity the size of the confinement is found to be invariant, this is also the case for the diffusion coefficients determined from the neutron data. From these results it could be assumed that the conductivity is controlled by this confined translational diffusion. An illustration of the local dynamics found in P14TFSI is shown in Figure 6.5.

The choice of neutron spectrometer will play a big role in what motions that can be distinguished. Looking back at the intermediate scattering function measured of P14TFSI with the WASP spectrometer shown in Figures 6.6a and 6.6b, a larger time window than what IN5 and IN16B combined cover is achieved in one setting. Still, it only show signs of two relaxation due to that it does not truly cover the faster time scales and that the resolution in time is lower, whereas the detailed investigations using the two instruments IN5 and IN16B show that in fact three relaxations can be distinguished.

Figure 6.6: Intermediate scattering functions of (a) P14TFSI and PH4TFSI at 300 K as a function of momentum transfer, (b) P14TFSI and P14FSI at 270 K and Q=0.6 Å⁻¹. The data was collected using the WASP spectrometer at ILL, France.
6.2.1 Effect of dilution on local dynamics in ionic liquids

The influence of the addition of HFE, on the local dynamics in an ionic liquid electrolyte was studied with neutron spin echo using the WASP spectrometer covering timescales of $\sim 6$ ps to $6$ ns. In the experiment incoherent scattering dominates and the majority originates from the P14 cation, hence, the dynamics of P14 is probed. The main relaxation has a strong $Q$-dependence indicative of a diffusional motion. Time-temperature superposition was used to create a master curve showing the full relaxation of the sample (see Figure 6.7). The TTS curve shows that the shape of the intermediate scattering function is temperature independent. A stretched exponential is used to fit all concentrations indicating the the dilution does not dramatically affect the nature of the dynamics. The stretching parameter $\beta$ is rather low (0.4) which indicate that the dynamics is heterogenous, i.e. a distribution of relaxation times, or of a more cooperative nature [106].

The incoherent relaxation shows a crossover in the $Q$-dependence around $1$ Å$^{-1}$, see figure 6.8. At larger $Q$-values a Fickian diffusion behaviour is seen while for lower $Q$-values a stronger $Q$-dependence than predicted by Fickian diffusion is found ($>Q^2$). The average relaxation time, $<\tau>$ is scaled with $Q^2$ to easier detect deviations from the Fickian behaviour. This type of crossover behaviour in the dynamics with momentum transfer has also been reported for
6.3 Structure in highly concentrated electrolytes

Acetonitrile based highly concentrated electrolytes with both LiTFSI (lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide) and NaTFSI (sodium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide) (LiTFSI:xACN and NaTFSI:xACN) have been investigated to find how the structure and dynamics develops as a function of concentration, and the significance of the choice of cation. The results presented here are from the work in papers II and V and in addition some unpublished experiments are also commented on.

Acetonitrile has only one broad peak in the structure factor measured by SAXS, the nearest neighbour peak, Figure 6.9a. From fitting of the peak it is evident that it is in fact two close adjacent peaks, corresponding to parallel and anti-parallel nearest neighbour ordering of acetonitrile molecules. As salt
is added, a second peak appears at lower Q-values. It increases in intensity and moves to higher Q with increasing salt concentration. At the highest concentration this peak occurs around the same position as the charge ordering peak found in ionic liquids, see comparison in Figure 6.9b.

The origin of the low Q peak can be a result of correlations between the solvation cluster of Li\(^+\), hence when the solvation shells are in contact with each other at high concentrations the position of the low Q peak can be is used to estimate the size of the solvation shells. It is observed that the peak is consistently found at lower Q-values for NaTFSI:xACN. This points to that the charge correlation, or size of the solvation shells, is larger in the sodium salt electrolyte compared to the lithium salt electrolyte. This is in agreement with results from AIMD simulations which showed larger solvation shells in NaPF\(_6\)/acetonitrile electrolytes compared to the LiPF\(_6\) analogues [49].

![Figure 6.9](image)

Figure 6.9: SAXS patterns for (a) acetonitrile-based electrolytes at different LiTFSI (blue) and NaTFSI (red) concentrations. SAXS pattern for neat ACN is added for comparison. (b) Scattering patterns of LiTFSI:2ACN and the ionic liquid P14TFSI. Data has been shifted vertically for clarity.

### 6.4 Dynamics in highly concentrated electrolytes

Local dynamics in highly concentrated electrolytes was investigated using different QENS spectrometers. The impact of temperature, salt concentration and cation on the local dynamics is presented. The results presented here are from the work in papers II and V.
Acetonitrile based electrolytes with varying concentrations of LiTFSI, were studied using QENS on IN16B at ILL, France. With increasing salt concentration the dynamic becomes progressively slower. For the lower concentrations (20:1) the motions were too fast for the instrument and only the 5:1 and 2:1 concentrations were in the time window of the instrument. Similarly to the ionic liquids, the highly concentrated electrolytes show diffusional motions on the nanosecond time scales. This particular motion was fitted to a jump diffusion model [115] where the jump length was found to be invariant of temperature and concentration, see Figure 6.10. The residence time in between jumps, however, was found to be highly dependent on temperature and concentration where high temperatures showed a shorter residence time, and the higher concentrations a longer residence time. We can envisage this jump diffusion as a rotation, or reconfiguration, of an acetonitrile molecule or TFSI anion in the solvation shell, which would correspond to a dissociation from a particular Li\textsuperscript{+}. Deuterated acetonitrile that contributed similarly as TFSI to the scattering cross section was used in this experiment, hence the signal is a combination of the two.

Figure 6.10: Residence time and jump length found in acetonitrile/LiTFSI highly concentrated electrolytes.

To investigate the effect of the cation LiTFSI:3.5ACN and NaTFSI:3.5ACN were studied using the FOCUS spectrometer at PSI, Switzerland. This spectrometer covers a time window of \( \sim 3 \) ps - 30 ps, considerable faster than IN16B. The data was Fourier transformed to the intermediate scattering function and fitted with a stretched exponential. The Q-dependence of \( 1/\langle \tau \rangle \) is seen in Figure 6.11a. At low Q a linear dependence, typical for a Fickian diffusion, was found and could be used to calculate diffusion coefficients for the two electrolytes. The scattering is dominated by the incoherent scattering from
Figure 6.11: Momentum transfer dependence of the inverse relaxation time of LiTFSI:3.5ACN and NaTFSI:3.5ACN measured at 275 K. The line at low Q is a guide to the eye. (b) Diffusion coefficients of highly concentrated acetonitrile electrolytes measured by QENS at the spectrometers IN16B and FOCUS.

the acetonitrile, hence it is the diffusion of acetonitrile that is probed here. The diffusion coefficients are shown in Figure 6.11b together with the diffusion coefficients obtained from the jump diffusion model of the data recorded on IN16B. The diffusion coefficient measured for LiTFSI:3.5ACN on FOCUS is higher than both LiTFSI:2ACN and LiTFSI:5ACN from IN16B, indicating that it is different motions that are probed with the two instruments. For this faster relaxation probed with the FOCUS instrument the NaTFSI-electrolyte shows slightly faster dynamics of the acetonitrile molecule compared to the LiTFSI analogue. One should note that in the IN16B experiment deuterated acetonitrile was used and there is a significant contribution to the signal also from the anion, which can also explain the difference between the two experiments.
Chapter 7

Summary and Outlook

For the realisation of next generation battery concepts the development of the electrolyte is vital. In this thesis much effort was invested in understanding the local structure and dynamics in the two promising electrolyte concepts, ionic liquids and highly concentrated electrolytes. Several techniques have been used to cover both microscopic and macroscopic properties.

Ionic liquids were investigated using several neutron spectrometers to determine what local dynamics were present and if these dynamics contribute to the conductivity. It was found that the conductivity was strongly linked to a diffusion process confined within a cage of the nearest neighbours.

To lower the viscosity of an ionic liquid electrolyte it was diluted with HFE. The HFE was predicted to not interact with lithium and indeed, was found to preferably interact with the ionic liquid cation rather than the Li-FSI$_2$ triplets. While the addition of HFE increased the conductivity and resulted in faster local dynamics it did not alter the nature of the motion on the microscopic scale. Similarly to the HFE diluted ionic liquid electrolyte when added water to a protic ionic liquid the nature of the local dynamics was preserved. A preferred hydrogen bonding between the water and the cation but also the formation of small water clusters was found.

By comparing two highly concentrated electrolytes with Na- and Li-salt, it was experimentally shown that the sodium ion have a larger solvation shell than lithium and that the local diffusion is faster in the sodium electrolyte. Looking closer into the diffusion mechanism in the highly concentrated Li-salt electrolyte a jump diffusion in and out of the solvation shell was found and predicted to be a part of the ion transport mechanism in these highly concentrated electrolytes.

Today there are many promising concepts for new electrolytes but there is still a lack of fundamental understanding of the ion transport mechanism
and structure in these electrolytes. In this thesis the fundamental properties are investigated not only for basic understanding of effects like temperature and pressure but also for applied research. The experiment on diluted highly concentrated electrolytes connect directly to the work of our group to develop electrolytes for metal anodes.

The local dynamics is these systems are found to span over several order of decades. Therefore, to probe the full relaxation function a combination of instruments, or a spectrometer with a wide time window and wide momentum transfer range like WASP should be used. WASP is unique in its design and an excellent example of how instrument development has provided better conditions for studies of local dynamics.

For further studies of the dynamics in systems like those investigated here the use of polarised neutrons is recommended. It allows for a true separation of incoherent and coherent scattering without deuteration. Whereas the technique today is limited by a low flux of polarised neutrons, hopefully within a few years the technique will be available for use at the European Spallation Source, ESS.
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